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Online enterprises face an overwhelming tide of online fraud and 
other threats. Recent research found that successful fraud attempts 
have increased by an average of 44%-48% since 2019; annual losses 
will reach $25 billion by 2024. Bots accounted for more than 40% of 
all online traffic on the internet in 2020, and more than two-thirds of 
it was malicious. 

As the costs of online fraud continue to rise, along with the volume, 
sophistication, and ingenuity of the attacks, IT security teams have 
responded with a range of tools and techniques to curb fraud. Many 
of these tools are specifically aimed at establishing whether traffic 
is a risk or a potentially rewarding customer—that is, whether it 
represents a real user or is originating from a bot or server. 

Unfortunately, these tools also involve both direct and indirect costs. 
The direct costs can be quite high, particularly for the newer AI-
based solutions. But it’s the indirect costs—in the form of burdens on 
users that degrade the customer experience—that really add up.  
A Forrester Research study commissioned by Neustar found that  
62 percent of businesses are challenged by low customer satisfaction 
and/or an end user experience process that is too complicated, 
causing consumers to abandon purchases. (Can you identify all the 
squares with a crosswalk or find all the traffic lights?)

In today’s challenging online environment, businesses need a 
cost-effective, reliable, non-intrusive tool that will quickly identify 
traffic that may be non-human and quantify the risk it represents, 
while integrating easily into a comprehensive fraud and security 
management platform.

IP Reputation data from Neustar provides that capability. IP Reputation 
is an authoritative source of risk scoring data for  
IP addresses, providing critical information on routable IPv4 and IPv6 
addresses worldwide. It enables you to assess the risk associated 
with a device that’s attempting to access your network, corporate 
resources, or intellectual property, in real time, without requiring  
any action by the user or other entity behind that device. 

Your business can gain immediate risk evaluation insights for visitors 
using IP Reputation data without compromising the user experience in 
any way. 

The COVID-19 pandemic fueled 
an explosion in ecommerce – the 
equivalent of 10 years of growth in 
Q1 2020 alone. Sales are forecast 
to continue growing at a robust 
15% in 2021. The surge has created 
opportunities for fraudsters to do 
what they do best – scam and steal. 
Researchers predict ecommerce 
fraud will spike by 18% in 2021. 
Companies are working hard to 
manage both the new purchasing 
behavior and the increase in fraud 
activity – but the tools they use 
continue to frustrate and alienate 
customers. There is a better way – 
with IP risk insights.  

About This White Paper
This white paper describes the 
information and insight sharing that 
IP Reputation can provide your 
business, as well as the data at its 
foundation. It also details how you 
can leverage it to support your 
efforts in the following areas:

1.  Registration and Authentication  
Fraud Prevention

2.  Online Transaction  
Fraud Prevention 

3.  Active Threat Prevention

4.  Click Fraud and Ad  
Fraud Prevention

Overview
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https://www.merchantfraudjournal.com/card-not-present-fraud/
https://www.merchantfraudjournal.com/card-not-present-fraud/
https://news.cardnotpresent.com/news/report-online-payment-fraud-losses-to-exceed-25-billion
https://news.cardnotpresent.com/news/report-online-payment-fraud-losses-to-exceed-25-billion
https://www.imperva.com/blog/bad-bot-report-2021-the-pandemic-of-the-internet/
https://www.imperva.com/blog/bad-bot-report-2021-the-pandemic-of-the-internet/
https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/integrated-idv-mitigate-fraud-and-consumer-friction
https://www.home.neustar/security-intelligence/ip-reputation
https://risnews.com/outlook-e-commerce-sales-2021
https://risnews.com/outlook-e-commerce-sales-2021
https://risnews.com/outlook-e-commerce-sales-2021
https://risnews.com/outlook-e-commerce-sales-2021
https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/ecommerce-fraud-to-exceed-20/
https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/ecommerce-fraud-to-exceed-20/


Neustar IP Reputation returns 
two scores that quantify  
the risks associated with  
99.99 percent* of allocated  
IP addresses worldwide. 

With these insights, your 
security team can instantly 
evaluate incoming traffic and 
segment it for disposition 
and response, based on best 
practices and your company’s 
specific risk tolerance.

Quantifying Risk, Fighting Fraud 

Real User Score
Is this traffic human 

or non-human?

Risk Score
What’s the degree 

of danger?

Range:

1–5 
Higher numbers 
indicate higher 
likelihood that traffic  
is non-human

1–100
Higher numbers indicate 
higher likelihood of 
association with risky 
activity

Insights:

Differentiates real  
user (human) traffic 
from non-human  
(bot or server) traffic

Quantifies the risk of 
an IP being associated 
with malicious activity 
and thus presenting 
a risk

Data:

Usage patterns  
from internal Neustar 
Data Exhaust

Known server  
and bot lists

Data from leading 
threat intelligence 
sources, including 
internal Neustar  
Data Exhaust

Additional Data
Result code (high-level indicators driving the risk score)
History (last scores and change date)
Time stamp (score date)

Purpose
Provides greater insights into the scores and pinpoints when the address was 
last seen and if its risk profile has changed.

The data behind the scores: The heartbeat 
of our advanced IP database is a proprietary 
global data collection network that spans 
five continents. Our data is collected from 
billions of daily global queries from a variety 
of industries, updated around the clock and 
curated by a dedicated team of Network 
Geography Analysts. 

In addition, as a leading provider of DNS 
services, we are uniquely positioned to 
analyze DNS lookup queries and use this 
“data exhaust” to identify query patterns 
that indicate human or non-human 
behavior and increased risk. Our proven 
processes and deep expertise ensure the 
most accurate and insightful IP risk and 
reputation data available.

*Not all fields available for IPv6 addresses.
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 ¡ Streamlines detection  
of malicious traffic prior  
to registration

 ¡ Improves success rate  
in preventing fraudulent 
registration and authentication

 ¡ Improves customer experience

 ¡ Reduces costs of fraud 
prevention with low  
per-query charges 

IP REPUTATION FOR

These stats for registration and authentication fraud explain why 
businesses are working so hard to combat it—even with aggressive  
anti-fraud systems that compromise the customer experience. 

What’s worse, registration and transaction fraud grew as more 
customers moved online. Fully 90% of fraud examiners expect it to 
continue increasing through 2021, with 60% predicting it will increase 
significantly. Fraudsters today employ a range of strategies, from the 
online equivalent of simply trying the doorknob to highly sophisticated 
efforts that involve impersonating actual customers.

Your goal is to examine every incoming attempt to access your site  
for indications that it may be malicious or that the “user” may be some 
type of bot—and also to prevent the bad actors from registering in the 
first place or from authenticating if they have previously registered. 

IP Reputation data improves enforcement of your registration and 
authentication policies by providing invaluable insights to help 
your identity resolution platform zero in on these bad actors. The 
combination of the Real User Score, providing probability of human 
vs. non-human actors, and the Risk Score, identifying IP addresses 
associated with recent malicious activities, enables you to determine 
how to treat each incoming user—pass them through, decline them 
outright, or employ additional verification tools. Importantly, this 
determination can be made in real time, without challenging or 
interacting with the user.

A Massive and  
Growing Threat
Fraud attacks against ecommerce 
grew almost 25% in 2020 – with 
successful attacks surging by 86%. 
Much of it involves bots, 

 ¡ Account Creation Fraud (an 
account created using fraudulent 
information) is the number 1 
target of malicious bot attacks

 ¡ 88% of organizations struggle 
to detect new and more 
sophisticated bots

Online
Data

Offline
Data

Behavioral
Analysis IP Reputation

Authenticate

Decline
Registration/
Transaction

User
Session

KBA/2FA/
Captcha

IDENTITY RESOLUTION
PLATFORM

(real-time analysis)
Disposition

User

Registration and Authentication  
Fraud Prevention

BENEFITS
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https://www.acfe.com/uploadedFiles/ACFE_Website/Content/resources/Covid-19 Benchmarking Report September Edition.pdf
https://www.acfe.com/uploadedFiles/ACFE_Website/Content/resources/Covid-19 Benchmarking Report September Edition.pdf
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1175574/increase-cyber-fraud-coronavirus-outbreak/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1175574/increase-cyber-fraud-coronavirus-outbreak/
https://risk.lexisnexis.com/insights-resources/research/2020-true-cost-of-fraud-retail
https://risk.lexisnexis.com/insights-resources/research/2020-true-cost-of-fraud-retail
https://go.kount.com/industry-report-bot-impact.html
https://go.kount.com/industry-report-bot-impact.html
https://go.kount.com/industry-report-bot-impact.html


No way around it: fraud losses continue to climb steeply. Losses 
to retail ecommerce fraud are projected to grow 50% by 2024, 
reaching $25 billion a year. 

Losses include fraudulent transactions, of course, but businesses 
also incur expenses for security tools and techniques—and for 
IT staff to configure and operate them. However, the larger 
component is the revenue lost to purchases that are declined 
based on “false positives.” This process often flags legitimate 
transactions and leads to lost lifetime value of customers who 
are falsely declined or simply get too frustrated by challenges, 
CAPTCHAS, and other hurdles.

Your goal is to ensure that every purchase is being initiated by 
1) a real person, not a bot, who is 2) a legitimate customer, not a 
fraudster, and to 3) accomplish both without erecting unnecessary 
obstacles to legitimate customers. 

IP Reputation adds a critical tool to your fraud platform to help you 
achieve these goals in real time, from the authoritative source of risk 
and reputation scoring data on routable IP addresses worldwide:

 ¡ Quantitative data in the form of a Real User Score that separates 
human users from bots, and a Risk Score that separates risky  
IP addresses from legitimate users.

 ¡ Qualitative data in the form of Result Codes that identify  
the factors that triggered the high score, providing more  
insights into the nature of the risk.

IP Reputation also brings important additional benefits  
to your fraud prevention program: 

 ¡ Mitigates fraud while providing a frictionless customer  
experience for legitimate users.

 ¡ Top-of-funnel deployment ensures that bad actors can’t  
access your shopping cart.

 ¡ Can be deployed at multiple touchpoint throughout the  
customer journey to improve end-to-end fraud mitigation.

 ¡ Low per-query charge reduces costs of fraud prevention.

Online Transaction Fraud 
Prevention

Yes, the threat  
is massive. 
Losses to online fraud are 
growing even more quickly than 
ecommerce itself 

 ¡ Online sales were up 24.1%  
in the pandemic year of 2020 
but...

 ¡ Account takeover attacks soared 
by 282% between Q2 2019 and Q2 
2020, suggesting that businesses 
must do a lot more to protect 
themselves against this kind of 
attack.

 ¡ And losses to CNP fraud are 
projected to reach $19.3 billion 
by 2022.

So is the cost  
of combatting it.
Challenges and false declines 
cost more than the fraud they’re 
designed to prevent. Experts 
estimate that between 30% and 
65% of all declined purchases are 
actually legitimate – and 33% of 
consumers will drop a retailer after 
a false decline.

IP REPUTATION FOR
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https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/global-ecommerce-fraud-to-top-25/
https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/global-ecommerce-fraud-to-top-25/
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/article/global-ecommerce-sales/
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/article/global-ecommerce-sales/
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/article/global-ecommerce-sales/
https://threatpost.com/account-takeover-fraud-online-retailers/159802/
https://threatpost.com/account-takeover-fraud-online-retailers/159802/
https://www.experian.com/decision-analytics/identity-and-fraud/juniper-online-fraud-whitepaper
https://www.experian.com/decision-analytics/identity-and-fraud/juniper-online-fraud-whitepaper
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2020/07/16/33-of-us-consumers-drop-retailers-after-a-false-decline-heres-how-to-prevent-those-losses/
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2020/07/16/33-of-us-consumers-drop-retailers-after-a-false-decline-heres-how-to-prevent-those-losses/
https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2020/07/16/33-of-us-consumers-drop-retailers-after-a-false-decline-heres-how-to-prevent-those-losses/


COMBATING TRANSACTION FRAUD

Allow

Deny

Review

IP
Address

Real User
Score

Risk
Score

ACTION/TRX ACTION/
TRX

FRAUD
PLATFORM

IP GeoPoint 
Data

Proprietary 
Data Exhaust

Proprietary
DDoS Exhaust

Threat
Data

NEUSTAR DATA COLLECTION NETWORK

Real User and/or Risk Scores
are generated in real time and
sent back to the fraud platform

Decisioning is
based on “risk”
and “reputation”
associated with
the IP address.

Recommendations
may be made to:
Allow, Review, Deny

NEUSTAR IP REPUTATION ENGINE
Neustar IP Reputation Engine scores

the IP address with input from multiple
proprietary Neustar data sources

Data is updated as often 
as every 20 minutes

Customer sends IP address along with
any additional data (e.g. zip code)

to Neustar IP Reputation Engine

User attempts to access 
a web property or initiates 
a transaction (TRX)

IP data is collected from billions of
transactions we see each day across

our customers across all verticals

Online Transaction Fraud Prevention (continued)

(with IP GeoPoint and IP Reputation Insight)

IP REPUTATION FOR
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IT security is like an especially vicious game of Whac-a-Mole: When 
one threat is whacked, three more pop up to take its place. 

In this kaleidoscopic threat environment, no single tool or line of 
defense is sufficient to keep your IT assets safe, secure, and serene. 
You need in-depth defense to protect your network from the bad 
actors and their ever-changing array of malicious attempts to break 
in—and from efforts to lure users or processes within your network 
to malicious destinations that could insert malware.

Your goal is to separate safe incoming traffic from threatening traffic 
and block likely malicious incoming connections to your network 
perimeter—and to do it efficiently, in an endlessly rising sea of 
internet activity. You also need to quickly stop network egress  
to risky destinations. 

IP Reputation data integrates with your threat detection and 
mitigation platform to provide an additional layer of threat 
prevention. It identifies IP addresses that were recently involved 
with malicious behavior as they are connecting to your network. This 
allows you to block access, while also enabling you  
to identify malicious non-human traffic. 

Separate scores for these two risk factors, plus additional data 
points about the reason behind the risk and the history of that 
address, will provide guidance on which action to take with the 
traffic, based on your best practices and risk tolerance. 

Neustar IP Reputation operates in real time and can be integrated 
with all major security platforms. Multiple delivery options include 
data feeds and integration with a web services API.

Active Threat Prevention

Never Ending Threats 
A review of cybersecurity 
statistics and trends for 2021 
reads like an IT horror story: 

 ¡ Cybercrimes reported to the 
FBI soared 300% 

 ¡ Average cost of a ransomware 
attack rose 33%, to $111.6K 

 ¡ Total costs of ransomware 
attacks will hit $20 billion in 2021

 ¡ 1 in 13 web requests lead to 
malware

 ¡ Average cost of a malware 
attack reached $2.6 million

 ¡ Cybercrimes against banks 
climbed 238%  

 ¡ Confirmed data breaches in 
healthcare alone rose 58%

 ¡ Data breaches exposed 36 
billion records in the first half 
of 2020

 ¡ Average cost of a data breach 
reached $3.86 million. 

IP REPUTATION FOR
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https://www.varonis.com/blog/cybersecurity-statistics/
https://www.varonis.com/blog/cybersecurity-statistics/


(into a Threat Intelligence/Cybersecurity Platform)

Allow

Secondary
Check/Filter

Block

NEUSTAR
IP REPUTATION

ENGINE

IP GeoPoint 
Data

Proprietary 
Data Exhaust

Threat
Data

IP
Address

Real User
Score

Risk
Score

TRAFFIC ACTIONFIREWALL OR WEB
APPLICATION

NEUSTAR DATA
COLLECTION NETWORK

Active Threat Prevention (continued)

INTEGRATING IP REPUTATION DATA

IP REPUTATION FOR
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The pay-per-click (PPC) digital advertising model, in which advertisers 
pay a fee every time one of their ads is clicked, plays a significant role 
in the online marketing strategy of virtually every major brand. 

Unfortunately, PPC advertising has become a target for fraudsters, 
who are typically using bots to generate real clicks for an illicit 
payout. Ad fraud is one of the biggest issues facing marketers and the 
advertising industry. By 2025, online ad fraud will become the biggest 
market for organized crime, worth $50 billion.

Your goal depends on your company’s role in the digital advertising 
ecosystem, which dictates whether you are in a position to prevent 
click fraud or focused on identifying it and mitigating the losses 
associated with it.

IP Reputation can help you achieve both goals by identifying  
IP addresses that are more likely to be non-human bot traffic.  
As the authoritative source of risk scoring data for IP addresses,  
IP Reputation ingests data from billions of daily global queries  
and evaluates multiple factors to determine if an IP address  
is a likely bot:

 ¡ Frequency and patterns of website visits

 ¡ Traffic originating from data centers and hosting facilities

 ¡ Traffic coming from anonymizing proxies

 ¡ Anonymous cookie assignments

 ¡ User agent strings

 ¡ Operating system(s) 

Click Fraud and  
Ad Fraud Prevention

A Massive and 
Growing Problem 
Losses to advertising click fraud 
grew substantially in 2020: 

 ¡ Global economic losses 
reached $35 billion

 ¡ 83% of advertisers were hit 
with significant fraud in a 12 
month period 

 ¡ Average loss to every digital 
agency: $207,000

 ¡ Average loss to every SME+ 
(Small and Mid-size Enterprise) 
business: $705,000

Fraud increased across 
all digital ad formats, with 
fraudulent or invalid clicks 
accounting for: 

 ¡ 11% of search ad clicks

 ¡ 17% of connected TV ad 
impressions

 ¡ 36% of display ad clicks

IP REPUTATION FOR
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https://www.businessofapps.com/ads/ad-fraud/research/ad-fraud-statistics/
https://www.businessofapps.com/ads/ad-fraud/research/ad-fraud-statistics/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1117175/digital-ad-fraud-economic-loss-world/
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/the-global-ppc-click-fraud-report-2020-21/391493/
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/the-global-ppc-click-fraud-report-2020-21/391493/
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/the-global-ppc-click-fraud-report-2020-21/391493/
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/the-global-ppc-click-fraud-report-2020-21/391493/


IP Reputation also identifies whether an IP address has been involved in malicious activity 
such as DDoS attacks, spam, and dictionary attacks. 

FOR DSPS AND AD EXCHANGES: 

Fraud 
Prevention

FOR BRANDS AND BUYERS: 

Fraud Identification  
and Mitigation

Leverage real-time scoring and insights 
from IP Reputation to identify potential 
impressions that are generated by a likely 
bot or other non-human traffic.

 ¡ Avoid losses on false impressions

 ¡ Reduce costs of click fraud prevention 
through low per-query charges

Leverage the scoring and insights from  
IP Reputation for post-campaign analysis 
to identify impressions likely to have been 
generated by bots or non-human traffic.

 ¡ Reduce costs of click fraud identification and 
mitigation through low per-query charges 

Click Fraud and Ad Fraud Prevention (continued)

DEMAND SIDE
PLATFORM (DSP) MEDIA BUYERS

IP Reputation
(Invalid Traffic

Scoring)

IP Reputation
(Block List)

IP GeoPoint
(Geolocation/

Connection Data) 

The Media Buyer imports the IP Reputation
block list into the DSP of their choice to
ensure traffic is coming from a legitimate user.
Analytics teams also use IP Reputation data
in their analytics models to ensure purchased
ad impressions are valid - not generated by
a bot or server.

DSPs integrate IP Reputation data into
their real-time decisioning flow, along
with demographic, behavioral and location
data, to ensure each “click” is originating
from a legitimate user.

AGENCIES

BRANDS

SEPARATING LEGITIMATE CLICKS FROM NON-HUMAN TRAFFIC

IP REPUTATION FOR
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Ecommerce companies and online businesses face a staggering array of daily 
attacks from bots and bad actors intent on defrauding them though illicit account 
registrations, fraudulent transactions, malicious malware—even fraudulent ad clicks. 

No single line of defense is enough to stop every attempt, which is why every 
online enterprise should consider adding IP Reputation data to its decisioning 
flow. This powerful service not only delivers real-time scores that quantify risk 
and identify non-human traffic, but it also provides qualitative data to amplify 
those insights. It can be deployed to intercept likely bad actors before they can 
access your website. 

IP Reputation scores are based on authoritative data from billions of daily 
inquiries across multiple industries around the world as well as Neustar’s 
proprietary DNS Data Exhaust—all supported by a team of deeply experienced 
network analysts and security specialists. As a result, your decisions regarding 
potentially fraudulent traffic are rooted in the most accurate and insightful IP risk 
and reputation data available.

A Powerful, Cost-Effective  
Defense to Prevent Fraud  
and Reduce Risk 

To learn more about how Neustar IP Reputation can help you reduce your 
exposure to fraud and risk, call 1-855-898-0036 x4, email risk@team.neustar, 
or visit www.risk.neustar

LEARN MORE
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ABOUT TRANSUNION (NYSE: TRU)

TransUnion is a global information and insights company that makes trust possible in the modern economy. 
We do this by providing an actionable picture of each person so they can be reliably represented in the 
marketplace. As a result, businesses and consumers can transact with confidence and achieve great things. 
We call this Information for Good®. A leading presence in more than 30 countries across five continents, 
TransUnion provides solutions that help create economic opportunity, great experiences, and personal 
empowerment for hundreds of millions of people.

www.transunion.com

ABOUT NEUSTAR
Neustar, a TransUnion company, is a leader in identity resolution providing the data and technology that 
enable trusted connections between companies and people at the moments that matter most. Neustar 
offers industry-leading solutions in marketing, risk and communications that responsibly connect data on 
people, devices and locations, continuously corroborated through billions of transactions. Learn how your 
company can benefit from the power of trusted connections.

www.home.neustar

About  
Neustar.
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